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OVERVIEW 
This course examines the importance of enterprising employees in today's changing business environment.  

Students will learn about the skills and attributes of enterprising employees, the distinguishing features of 

their work environments, and the challenges and rewards of becoming an enterprising person.  Students will 

also have an opportunity to demonstrate and develop enterprising skills by planning and organizing a school 

community or event. 

 

COURSE CONTENT 
UNIT 1: THE CHANGING NATURE OF THE WORKPLACE 

-Factors Affecting the Labour Market 

-Changes in the Workplace 

-The Enterprising Work Environment 

-Employability Skills 

 

UNIT 2: ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE ENTERPRISING EMPLOYEE 

-Entrepreneurial Characteristics and Factors Affecting Successful Entrepreneurship 

-Attitudes and Attributes of Enterprising Employees 

-Reactions to Uncertainty and Risk 

-The Contributions of Enterprising Employees 

 

UNIT 3: ENTERPRISING SKILLS 

-Assessing Skills 

-Assessing Personal Progress 

-Identifying Opportunities for Developing Enterprising Skills 

 

UNIT 4: PLANNING AND ORGANIZING AN EVENT 

-Generating Ideas for an Event 

-Resource Analysis for the Event 

-The Advertising and Promotional Plan 

-Organizing and Executing the Event 

 

 

OVERALL CURRICULUM EXPECTATIONS 
By the end of this course students will have an understanding of today's workplace, its challenges and 

risks; characteristics of the successful enterprising employee; be able to analyze situations for 

entrepreneurial opportunities; be able to plan and execute an event that highlights their enterprising 

skills and abilities. 

 

LEARNING SKILLS 
The development of sound learning skills is essential to the success of our students. Teachers and students will 

work together to understand and further the development of student learning skills in the areas of initiative, 

work habits, organization, team work, and independent work. Teachers report on learning skills on the 

midterm and final report cards. 



 

ASSESSMENT METHODS 
Students will be evaluated through quizzes, tests, role plays, written assignments and oral presentations, 

independent research projects. Their final marks will be based on the following formula: 70% class work 

throughout the semester, 15% Summative project, and 15% Final Exam.     

    

 Please refer to the Lisgar Assessment and Evaluation Policy. 

 

EVALUATION 
 

 Course Work (70%) 

 

1. Application                25   % 

2. Knowledge/Understanding  15   % 

3. Communication   15  %   

4. Thinking/Inquiry/Problem Solving 15  % 

 

 Summative  (20%) 

 

      

      

Summative Due Date(s): TBA 

 

 Exam (10%) 

      

ATTENDANCE 

 

If you are absent from class, you are expected to catch up what you missed and complete any relevant 

homework. When you return to class, you must show your teacher an Absence Verification Form. 

 

If you know in advance that you will be absent for a test, please see your teacher before the scheduled test 

date to arrange an alternate time to write it.  

 

If you are unexpectedly absent for a valid reason on the day of a scheduled test, please let your teacher know 

why. When you return to class, remember to show an Absence Verification Form from your homeroom 

teacher and a note from your parents indicating that they are aware you missed the test. An unjustified 

absence for a test may result in a mark of zero. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 
Late Assessments and Evaluations: 

 

Students are expected to be accountable for their work and hand-in all evaluations and assessments in the 

required time frame. 

 


